We characterize Giuga numbers as solutions to the equation n ′ = an + 1, with a ∈ N and n ′ being the arithmetic derivative. Although this fact does not refute Lava's conjecture, it does suggest doubts about its veracity.
Introduction

The Arithmetic Derivative
The arithmetic derivative was introduced by Barbeau [3] (see A003415 in Sloane's On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences). The derivative of an integer is defined to be the unique map sending every prime to 1 and satisfying the Leibnitz rule, i.e., p ′ = 1, for any prime p, and (nm) ′ = nm ′ + mn ′ for any n, m ∈ N. This map makes sense and is well-defined [7] .
i is the factorization of n in prime powers, then the only way to define n ′ satisfying the desired properties is
Giuga numbers
In [4] , Giuga numbers were introduced in the following way motivated by previous work by Giuga [6] .
Definition 2. A Giuga number is a composite number n such that p divides n p − 1 for every prime divisor p of n.
It follows easily from the definition that every Giuga number is square-free.. There are several characterizations of Giuga numbers. We present the most important in the following proposition (note that we will consider N = {1, 2, . . . }).
Proposition 3. Let n be a composite integer. Then, the following are equivalent: i) n is a Giuga number.
ii) Giuga [6] :
iii) Borwein et al. [4] :
where B is a Bernoulli number.
To date, only thirteen Giuga numbers are known (see A007850 in Sloane's On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences):
• With 3 factors: 30 = 2 · 3 · 5.
• With 4 factors:
• With 5 factors: 66198 = 2 · 3 · 11 · 17 · 59.
• With 6 factors:
• With 7 factors:
• With 8 factors:
There are no other Giuga numbers with fewer than 8 prime factors. There is another known Giuga number (found by Frederick Schneider in 2006) which has 10 prime factors, but it is not known if there is any Giuga number between this and the previous ones. This largest known Giuga number is the following:
Observe that all known Giuga numbers are even. If an odd Giuga number exists, it must be the product of at least 14 primes. It is not even known if there are infinitely many Giuga numbers.
In 2009, Paolo P. Lava, an active collaborator of the On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences, conjectured that Giuga numbers were exactly the solutions of the differential equation n ′ = n + 1, with n ′ being the arithmetic derivative of n. It is not a well-known conjecture (see the book by Lava [2] or comments about sequence A007850 in Sloane's OnLine Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences) but it seems known enough to appear in wikipedia's article on Giuga numbers [8] .
Giuga numbers and the arithmetic derivative: bringing doubts on Lava's conjecture
It is surprising that Lava's conjecture has not been resolved. Certainly the thirteen known Giuga numbers satisfy n ′ = n + 1. Nevertheless, we can observe that this is exclusively due to the fact that these thirteen known Giuga numbers satisfy
Let us introduce now a novel characterization of Giuga numbers in terms of the arithmetic derivative.
To do so we first need the following technical lemma [7, Corollary 2] ..
Lemma 4.
If n ′ = an + 1, then n is square-free.
Proof. If there is a prime p such that p 2 divides n, then p must divide n ′ . Since n ′ = an + 1 this yields a contradiction.
Proposition 5. Let n be an integer. Then n is a Giuga number if and only if n ′ = an + 1 for some a ∈ N.
Proof. If n is a Giuga number then it is composite and square-free. Thus, we can put n = p 1 p 2 · · · p k con k > 1 and since n is a Giuga number
Consequently, n k i=1 1 p i − 1 = an and it follows by definition that n ′ = an + 1.
Conversely, assume that n ′ = an + 1 with a ∈ N. Then n is square-free, i.e.,
, n is a Giuga number, as
claimed.
This result shows that Lava's conjecture is as close (or far away) to being refuted as the discovery of a Giuga number with
This is not likely to happen in the near future, since it is known that such a number must have more than 59 prime factors [5] . In any case it has been pointed out that Lava's conjecture is not plausible and it could well be false.
